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ORIGINAL SHOCK MOUNTS
FRONT SHOCK MOUNTS

Upper mount, stock length is 6.5" a shorter version is also off ered ...
 below.  However remember longer shock equals better ride.
  FRONT UPPER MOUNT 6.5" .......... 2402-4852B  .........  $60.00 pr 
   One side only, 6.5".......................... 2402-4852B1  ......  $37.50 ea 

  SHORTER Front upper mount, 5.5" .. 2402-4852A  ......... 2402-4852A  $55.00 pr 
   not shown, same kit, just 1 inch shorter.

FRONT AXLE LOWER SHOCK STUD, Goes through the stock  
        axle, holds bottom of shock. ...............2404-4852F ........ $18.50 ea
  
Original Shock stud locking nut set ............ 82404  .................... $5.15 set 

REAR UPPER SHOCK STUD ...................2404-4852R ........ $18.50 ea
  Long stud goes through frame and original bracket.  working on 
replacement brackets, also see below x-members.

REAR AXLE LOWER SHOCK STUD ........ 2404  ....................  $18.50 ea 
 Goes in original Cast Lower shock mount spring hanger piece.

CUSTOM REPLACEMENT AND
CONVERSION SHOCK MOUNTS

SEE ALSO REAR AXLE CONVERSIONS

REAR SHOCK CROSSMEMBER ASSEMBLY, Conversion
 With shock brackets ............................... 2401  ..................... $85.00 kit 
 Crossmember only ................................. 2400  ....................  $32.50 ea 
 Crossmember to frame bolts .................. 82400  .................... $6.00 set 
 Post shock style conversion mount ........ 2402  ....................  $27.50 ea 

SHOCK STUDS, with bushings ................ 2403  ......................  $9.50 ea 
 Shock studs, without bushings ............... 2403-NO  ...............  $7.50 ea 
 Eye bushings, does 1 end of 1 shock ..... 2405-E  ...................  $2.75 pr 
Use these with above crossmember or DYI installations when changing 
axles or getting rid of stock shock mount castings.

REAR AXLE SHOCK MOUNTS, Conversion mounts
Shocks mounted at the slightest angle and as far apart as possible 
give the best performance. 

WELD ON SHOCK MOUNT
  For 3” axle housing ............................. 2888  ....................  $24.50 ea 
  For 2.5” axle housing .......................... 2888-2  ................  $26.00 ea 

SHOCK MOUNT BELOW SPRING
  3 “ axle, Driver ....................................  3 “ axle, Driver  2889-L  ................ 2889-L  $28.50 ea  
                Passenger ............................                Passenger  2889-R  ................  $28.50 ea 
  2.5 “ axle, Driver .................................  2.5 “ axle, Driver  2889-2L  .............. 2889-2L  $28.50 ea 
                      Passenger .........................assenger  2889-2R  ..............  $28.50 ea 

SHOCKS
Order by shock travel length, consult the proper measuring technique. 
Easy rule of thumb is ride height is correct with NO shock.

EYE TOP - EYE BOTTOM are stock.  Other styles are available 
for conversions and modifi cations.
FRONT STOCK .................................. 2442-EE  ..............  $41.50 ea 
FRONT LOWERED, 3.5 to 4" ............. 2441-EE  ..............  $41.50 ea 
REAR STOCK .................................... 2443-EE  ..............  $41.50 ea 
REAR LOWERED, 3.5 to 4" ............... 2442-EE  ..............  $41.50 ea 
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